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A novel way to design arbitrarily shaped retro-reflectors by optics surface transformation is proposed. The entire
design process consists of filling an optic-null medium between the input and output surfaces of the retro-
reflector, on which the points have 180 deg reverse corresponding relations. The retro-reflector can be designed
to be very thin (a planar structure) with high efficiency. The effective working angles of our retro-reflector are
very large (from−80 deg to +80 deg), which can, in principle, be further extended. Layered metal plates and zero
refractive index materials are designed to realize the proposed retro-reflector for a TM polarized beam.
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A retro-reflector can reflect incoming light back to its
source with minimal scattering in other directions (the
reflected wave is always parallel to, but in the opposite
direction of, the incoming wave; see Fig. 1). If the angle
of the incoming wave changes, the direction of the re-
flected wave will change accordingly. Retro-reflectors
have been widely used in our daily life (warning indicators,
life-saving indicators, road signs, reflective vests, commu-
nication systems, etc.). A retro-reflector can be placed
on a moving platform without requiring the component
to be aligned, which makes them very convenient in opti-
cal measurements[1], navigation[2], optical free space com-
munication[3], laser trackers[4], sensing[5], head-mounted
display[6], etc.
Two classical methods, designed using geometrical op-

tics, to achieve a retro-reflection are corner-cube reflectors
(three mutually perpendicular flat mirrors)[7] and cat’s
eyes reflectors (two concentric hemispheres with different
radii)[8]. However, for these classical retro-reflectors, the
effective working angles are limited, and they are both
bulk devices (not easy to integrate practically). In recent
years, new ways to achieve a retro-reflection based on an
Eaton lens[9] and meta-surfaces have been introduced[10].
An Eaton lens with transmuted singularity can achieve
a full-angle (360 deg) retro-reflection[9]. However, it re-
quires inhomogeneous media (refractive index is not con-
stant), and it is still a bulk device (not a compact planar
structure). Recently, a planar meta-surface retro-reflector
(two cascaded meta-surfaces) has been designed and fab-
ricated[10]. The planar shape of the meta-surface retro-
reflector (very thin and lightweight) makes it very easy
to integrate with planar modulators. However, its effi-
ciency drops quickly, as the viewing angle changes from
0 deg (nearly 78%) to 50 deg (nearly 16%).

In this study, we design an arbitrary-shaped retro-
reflector with high efficiency and wide working angles
using a novel theory, optical surface transformation
(OST)[11,12], which is a new branch of transformation optics
(TO)[13–15] and has been widely applied to various fields in
recent years. In TO, a coordinate transformation method
is used to design optical devices (transformation media),
transforming from the fields and materials in the reference
space to the fields and materials in the real space. Many
novel optical devices that cannot be designed by tradi-
tional methods have been designed by TO, such as
invisibility cloaks[13], optical black holes[16], and optical
wormholes[17,18]. In recent years, some novel methods based
on TO have been proposed to design retro-reflectors[19,20].
However, these TO-based methods require complex math-
ematical calculations (coordinate transformations and
tensor calculations). The required materials designed by
TO are complicated (often inhomogeneous, anisotropic,
and magnetic). Once a geometrical parameter (shape or
size) changes, the devices must be redesigned, and the re-
quired materials change correspondingly. OST provides
a much simpler way to make designs, in which only the
geometrical shape of the device and how to fill the optic-
null medium (ONM) inside the device (choosing the

Fig. 1. Different types of reflection: (a) specular reflection,
(b) diffuse reflection, and (c) retro-reflection.
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appropriate directions of the ONM’s main axes) need to be
considered. ONM is also referred to as an optical nihility
medium[21,22], which can be treated as a perfect electro-
magnetic projector/endoscope and has been realized by
various methods in microwave[23–29]. Many novel optical
devices have been designed by OST (i.e., a geometric
surface design method), such as invisibility cloaks[29,30],
overlapping illusions without negative refractive index
materials[31], open optical resonators[32], beam-amplitude
modulators[33], waveguide bends[34], and subwavelength
focusing devices[35]. Here, we use OST to design an arbi-
trarily shaped retro-reflector.
The main conclusion in OST is that any two surfaces

linked by ONMs perform as equivalent surfaces because
they correspond to one common surface in the reference
space from the perspective of TO[11,15]. This means that
points on these two surfaces have a one-to-one correspond-
ing relation when they are linked by ONMs. The ONM,
which is an extremely highly anisotropic medium, has
the following relative permittivity and permeability with
the main axis along the x direction[15]:

ε ¼ μ ¼ diag
�
1
Δ
;Δ;Δ

�
; Δ → 0; (1)

where diag refers to a diagonal matrix. This expression
means that the ONM’s main axis is along the x direction.
In fact, the ONM’s main axis can be along any other di-
rection and may change its direction inside the device[29–35].
The permittivity and permeability of the ONM are
extremely large along its main axis and nearly zero in
other orthogonal directions. OST shows that ONM can
perform like a highly directional waveguide or perfect en-
doscope that can project the electromagnetic field distri-
bution along its main axis direction without producing
any phase delay and reflection. If two surfaces are linked
by ONMs, the electromagnetic field distribution on one
surface will be exactly projected onto the other surface.
The entire design process consists solely of choosing the
geometrical shapes of the devices and figuring out how
to design the main axis directions of the ONMs that link
the input and output surfaces of the devices[11,12,15,29–35].
We first show how to use this idea to design a half-

cylindrical retro-reflector and extend the principle to an
arbitrary shape later. Assume the input and output sur-
faces of our retro-reflector are both planes of the same size
[S1 and S2 in Fig. 2(a)]. We can fill the ONM with the
main axis along the tangential direction inside a half-
cylinder, linking the input and output surfaces of our
retro-reflector. We can divide the entire half-cylindrical
ONMs into many small fan-shaped regions along the tan-
gential direction. In each small fan-shaped region, its two
surfaces are connected by ONM and hence are equivalent
surfaces. Such a corresponding relation transfers from one
to another, which makes the points on input surface S1
one-to-one, corresponding to the points on the output sur-
face S2. Note that the distribution of points on S1 is re-
versed by 180 deg compared with those on S2. If a ray

is incident onto the input surface S1 with an incident angle
α, the ONM will guide the ray from one small fan-shaped
region to another one with a gradually changing direction
of ray. Note that the relative angle between each internal
ray and the corresponding equivalent surface is unvaried,
and points on S1 and S2 linked by the ONM are reversed
by 180 deg. As the result, the direction of the output beam
is opposite to that of the incident beam, i.e., reversed by
180 deg (a retro-reflection occurs). Whatever the incident
angle α, the beam is guided inside the ONM in the same
way, and hence the output beam remains opposite of
the incident beam.

Another explanation of the retro-reflection phenome-
non is from the perspective of the wave vector. Assume
the waves impinge on S1 in Fig. 2(a) and are reflected back
from S2. We use Δk to denote the parallel component of
the wave vectors on S1. Since S1 and S2 are equivalent
surfaces (a mirror image), the phases are preserved by
point-to-point mapping. Therefore, the parallel compo-
nent of the wave vectors on S2 is −Δk, which guarantees
that the reflected waves have reversed direction with re-
spect to the incident waves.

Numerical simulations based on the finite element
method (FEM) verify the performance of this half-
cylindrical retro-reflector (see Fig. 3). In each subfigure,
the oscillating pattern of the field magnitude indicates
the standing wave due to the interference between the in-
cident wave and the retro-reflected wave. Note that most
structures considered in this study are mirror-symmetric.
We only simulate the cases when the incident angle
changes from 0 deg to 70 deg, which is mirror-symmetric
to the cases when the incident angle changes from 0 deg
to −70 deg.

Next, we show how to change the geometrical shape
of this half-cylindrical retro-reflector to a flat planar

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram using OST to design a retro-reflector.
To see the one-to-one corresponding relationship in equivalent
surfaces clearly, we use the gradient color to mark each equiva-
lent surface. (a) A half-cylindrical retro-reflector: S1 and S2 are
linked by ONMs with axes along the tangential direction. The
distribution of the points on S1 and S2 is reversed by 180 deg,
and, hence, the output beam is the retro-reflection of the incident
beam. (b) A flat planar retro-reflector: ONM with main axis (the
purple arrow) along the x direction links S1’ and S2’. ONMs with
main axis (the purple arrow) along the y direction link S1 and S2
with S1’ and S2’, respectively. The directions of purple arrows
indicate the directions of the electric field projection during
the one-to-one transfer procedure. S1, S2, S1’, and S2’ are all
equivalent surfaces. The orientations of corresponding points
on S1 and S2 (gradient colored) are reversed by 180 deg.
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retro-reflector. The retro-reflection effect is due to the re-
verse distribution of points on input and output surfaces
linked by ONMs. There are many ways to connect input
and output surfaces with ONMs. We can use a combina-
tion of ONMs with main axes along the x and y directions
to achieve the same effect [see Fig. 2(b)]. In this case,
points on S1 are projected along the y direction onto
S1’, then projected along the x direction onto S2’, and fi-
nally projected along the y direction onto S2. The distri-
butions of points on S1 and S2 are reversed by 180 deg.
The retro-reflection effect can also be expected (see Fig. 4).
The key to achieving a retro-reflection effect by OST is to
reverse the distributions of points on S1 and S2 by 180 deg.
We can also link S1 and S2 using ONMs in various other
ways to achieve retro-reflectors of various shapes (see
Fig. 5). The effective working angles of our retro-reflector
can be further extended to achieve a full-angle (360 deg)
retro-reflection by using four isosceles triangular retro-
reflectors in Fig. 5(a) back-to-back to form a square.
The retro-reflectors designed by our method can also be
integrated into an array [see Fig. 5(e)].
Although the geometrical shape of the designed retro-

reflector can be changed, the two surfaces S1 and S2 of
the designed retro-reflector linked by the ONMs have
to be complementary (i.e., S1 and S2 are centrosymmetric
about their common point) to ensure that the wave front

of the input and output beams are parallel, i.e., no unex-
pected scatter waves. If the input surface S1 and the out-
put surface S2 of the designed retro-reflector are not
centrosymmetric about their common point, the efficiency
of the retro-reflector will be influenced (some unexpected
scatterings appear).

The flat planar retro-reflector can be designed to be
very thin in theory. The key is to keep the reverse one-
to-one corresponding relation between the input surface
S1 and the output surface S2. Note that the efficiency
of our retro-reflector remains very high (nearly 100%),
as the incident angle changes from 0 deg to 30 deg. We
plot the efficiency of this planar retro-reflector as the in-
cident angle and height change in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), re-
spectively. The efficiency is defined as the ratio of the
power of the retro-reflection to the power of the incident

Fig. 3. 2D numerical simulation results for the TE polarization
wave case. We plot the absolute value of the normalized electric
field distribution. The incident wave is a Gaussian beam with
waist radius w0 ¼ 3λ0. From (a) to (h), the incident angles
change from 0 deg to 70 deg.

Fig. 4. 2D numerical simulation results for the thin planar retro-
reflector as the incident angle changes from (a) 0 deg to
(h) 70 deg. The height and width of the planar retro-reflector
are 2λ0 and 12λ0, respectively. The incident wave is a Gaussian
beam with waist radius w0 ¼ 3λ0.

Fig. 5. 2D numerical simulation results for the TE polarization
case: we plot the absolute value of the normalized electric field
distribution. The white regions are filled by ONMs of various
shapes, whose main axis directions are indicated by black arrows.
The incident wave is a Gaussian beam with waist radius
w0 ¼ 3λ0. The incident angle is 45 deg in all cases except (d).
The geometric shapes of the retro-reflectors are (a) an isosceles
triangle, (b) a flat triangle, (c), (d) irregular surfaces, and (e) an
array of isosceles triangles. Note that the input and the output
surfaces can be irregular surfaces as long as they are complemen-
tary, which ensures that the phase fronts of the input and
output beams are parallel. The input and output surfaces are
no longer symmetric, so we simulate 45 deg incidence in
(c) and −45 deg incidence in (d). (e) An array of isosceles tri-
angular retro-reflectors in (a). The retro-reflector can be very
thin, e.g., 2∕3λ0 in (f).
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wave. As the incident angle increases, while keeping the
waist of the incident Gaussian beam unchanged, the effec-
tive illuminated cross section onto our retro-reflector is
also increased. The size of the retro-reflector’s surface is
fixed during the simulations, which leads to the decrease
of the efficiency.
We use micro-channels composed of perfect electrical

conductors (PECs) and zero index materials (ZIMs),
which have been proposed to realize other ONM-based de-
vices[36–38] to realize the proposed retro-reflector in Fig. 4.
The basic diagram is shown in Fig. 7(a), in which the black
line segments represent the PECs, and the colored regions
represent micro-channels filled with ZIMs (εx ¼ εy ¼
μz → 0 for the TM wave). Different colors are only used
to distinguish each micro-channel, although they use
the same material parameters. Different portions of
waves can be guided through each micro-channel without
changing their phase. We use two-dimensional (2D) sim-
ulations to verify the performance of this method; the set-
ups and source (TM wave) are the same as those in Fig. 4.
The only difference is that 40 micro-channels replace the
ideal ONMs. The amplitude of the electric field for a Gaus-
sian beam with an incident angle of 40 deg is shown in
Fig. 7(b). Figure 7(c) shows the efficiency of the retro-
reflector with micro-channels for different incident angles,
which is worse than the efficiency of the retro-reflector
with ideal ONMs in Fig. 6 under large incident angles.
The main reason is, for the electric field component polar-
ized in the y direction, large impedance mismatch occurs,

i.e., the retro-reflector with micro-channels performs as a
metal wall. Therefore, the specular reflection in Fig. 1(a)
(not retro-reflection) happens in this case, which limits the
efficiency of the retro-reflector with micro-channels. The
retro-reflector based on micro-channels still achieves high
efficiency (over 90% when the incident angles vary be-
tween −30 deg and þ30 deg). ZIMs can be realized by
photonic crystals around the Dirac point frequency[39,40].
The design in Fig. 7 requires ZIMs, which may lead to
an extremely narrow working bandwidth. However, this
feature (retro-reflection in an extremely narrow working
bandwidth and a broadband regular reflection) may also
have its special applications, including frequency depen-
dent angle sensing and frequency selective communica-
tion. There are also some ways to improve the bandwidth
of our retro-reflector by using other structures to realize
broadband ONMs[22,25] or using broadband active ZIMs[41].

Based on OST and ONM, we have proposed a much
simpler way to design a retro-reflector. Any two planes
linked by ONMs with suitable main axes can perform
as a retro-reflector: the distribution of points on one plane
is reversed by 180 deg compared with the distribution of
points on the other plane from the perspective of one-to-
one correspondence in OST. Many retro-reflectors in vari-
ous shapes have been proposed, including a half-cylinder,
a thin planar slab, a flat triangle, and irregular structures.
The effective working angles of the retro-reflector can be
very large: the efficiency of our retro-reflector is above 98%
with incident angles from−50 deg toþ50 deg and is still
above 50% even as the incident angle increases to 80 deg.
All retro-reflectors designed by our method only require
homogeneous anisotropic media, i.e., ONMs (the orienta-
tions of the homogeneous ONM’s main axes may be differ-
ent). We have also designed micro-channels composed of
PECs and ZIMs in microwave frequency to realize the
proposed retro-reflector, which may have applications
in navigation, sensing, tracking, measurements, and com-
munication systems. The proposed method to design a
retro-reflector for electromagnetic waves can also be di-
rectly extended to realize a multi-physical retro-reflector
that can work for both electromagnetic and acous-
tic waves.
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